
Budget Committee Meeting  
May 24, 2018 
Art Tardif, John Sylvester, Jack Reetz, Cliff Emery, Joe Hanslip, Kathy Chase, Jo-Ann 
Putnam, Tiffany Brandt, Mike Perro, Marc Lessard 
 
Welcome 
 
Approval of Minutes 5-16-18-  Jack Art 2nd  All approved- Kathy and Tiffany abstain and 
Mark Lessard as they were not present 
 

3. John introduces Judge Chabot- Carol and Bryan address the Committee.  Greg 
reviews probate budget – wages and assoc benefits that are the driver of this 
budget.  Better because the functioning of the probate court compared to what it 
used to be.  Carol- things are working well.  Scheduling 6 weeks out.  Hearings 
are scheduled in 20 min increments. A lot of cases are settling and Judge Chabot 
does a good job of getting the orders out on those that are not. 

 
Marc- how are we tracking on this year’s budget?  Approx 92.75% into this year’s 
budget. 
 
 Greg-ytd-  
Reg of Probate and Judge -3.79% increase 
Greg- goes back to prior conversations and how that was budgeted.  $ is budget appears 
to be artificially high.  Money for raises and salaries was put into another part of the 
budget.  We could journal the $ into the wage lines and then you’d see around 2.5% 
 
Marc- I’m having difficulty tracking with that.  I don’t understand this.  Whatever that % 
increase is is what that % wage increase is for that year.  I’m hearing it’s 2% but I’m 
hearing this is 3.79%.  I have a hard time tracking this.  Greg- issue is fy’18 budget 
(currently in) money was not appropriated to individual wage lines.  County put aside 
chunk of $ in another account due to wage negotiations.  All non-union receive 2% on a 
yearly basis depending on when they were hired.  Carol would receive a 2% and 
whatever COLA is budgeted currently 1.5%  Judge only eligible for COLA at 1.5%  You 
have to take into account that the 3.79% includes $ from fy’18 and fy’19s increase. 
Greg- next year it will be different 
Marc- see by line on wages the actual increase on that line item.  Is it customary that we 
would do a COLA on top of a raise? 
Greg- yes 
Marc- other areas- do you folks budget a COLA on top of raises?  Tiffany-yes Marc-we 
take the COLA into account with the raise.   
Greg- 2013 Coms came up with a policy for non-union.  You don’t get 2% every year 
only every so many years.Difficult to track percentage- it won’t be jut 1.5% 
Tiffany- qualify – we have COLA and we had an issue where one employee wasn’t being 
paid comserante with others doing the same job.   
 
Marc- increase in pay given to that person-structural inadequacy vs. actual COLA . 



Jo-Ann- were there positions that weren’t filled throughout the year?  Greg-in probate? 
No 
Greg- you don’t put the $ in your budget so you don’t expose your position.  Once the 
contracts are ratified, the $ is put in.  A journal entry will not be made.  The $ goes into 
each depts.. budget.  Basically, two years of wages in one budget.  Wages in all depts.. 
seem arbitrality low.  They will be making quite a bit more very soon. 
 
Jo-Ann what comes out of professional services? 
Carol-guardian ad litem  
 
Marc- 7.11% increase Probate wage line- 
Greg-mixture of grandfathered and new employees- offer on the table to the Unions 
COLA 1.5% old pay scale but remember it is compounded. 
Payscale B-receiving 1.5% (no compounding) 
Marc- I am assuming that you are providing to the C.C.’s individual breakdown of raises. 
Copy of that?  I would like to see the whole 3 ring binder for next week if that’s possible. 
Greg-yes 
Marc- by person with the % increase 
Jack- page (with wages) explains it all.  I don’t think it’s out of line at all. 
Judge Chabot- introduces himself. 1 ½ years been there.  Requiring most cases to go to 
mediation.  Carol and I work together well.  I am lucky I have a flexible work schedule.  
When you look at the #s compared to Portland, we have 2/3’s  
We have a trailing docket, gives them a range of days.  Lawyers try to settle their cases.  
WE have backup cases if a case settles.  We take up cases every twenty minutes.  An 
increase of where we were.  Our list is long but we get through it and make it happen.  
Invites anyone to stop by.  Judge Chabot- law is changing June of ’19- not going to effect 
us as we are busy enough.  Other counties might see some changes.   
 
 
D.A. Slattery and Jen Kern- Kathy- additional ½ position we are asking for as we had ½ 
position last year that we were unable to fill.  We are hoping for full time in January.  
Other increases- professional services.  Year 3 of the UCD.   
Jo-Ann- position?   
Kathy-executive administrative assistant to D.A. 
Greg- hasn’t changed-last year it was a part time position to make full this year.  We had 
trouble finding someone qualified (part time).  Cut back to full time beginning in January. 
Very small budgetary impact.   
Jack- backlog and keeping up has been a discussion prior.  Comments on that please. 
Where you are today and will this budget help or hurt? 
Kathy- chronic as we don’t have enough courtroom space.  We have developed internal 
processes.  Things have gotten more complicated.  Discovery that contains digital 
information.  Our cases will remain backlogged until we get more courtrooms in YC. 
Cliff- anyone on the horizon that’s applied for the position that you can hire before 1-1? 
Kathy- I don’t think so. 
Cliff- Jan 1 is a long time.  Would there be money there to hire someone full time? 



Greg-? For the coms as to whether or not they want to carry $ for this position.  With 
everything going on , we really wouldn’t be ready to hire someone by July.  
Conversations that they would be ok until 1-1-19. 
Cliff- body cams everybody’s best friend’s now.  Make so much work for you for 
Discovery. 
Kathy-they do make more work.  Discussion that maybe it should be confidential.  We 
want to make sure videos don’t end up where they shouldn’t.  You can read a report 
much more quickly that you can watch a video. 
Mike- clarification-disparity between departmental budget and Coms budget is $15k and 
remaining amount $5,000 general repairs and maintenance 
Greg- represents ratching back the f/t admin assist. Beginning in Jan 1st. 
Wage page- $26,554- we need roughly $28k for that position for the year.  Reduced by 
$15k.  hiring in full time July 1 vs Jan 1. 
Mike- your thought immediately or you can wait until January to Kathy? 
Greg- issue Coms. Asked me to come up with cuts.  I was directed to come up with a list 
of cuts. It was discussed with D.A. 
Other item-$10k increase for MEDATS- budget review we hear it was only going to $5k 
increase. 
Jo-Ann- pay for the person is $60k 
Greg- $45,000 
Jo-Ann-is this a legal position? 
Kathy-not a paralegal 
Art- guestimate what your travel will increase if you don’t have an office in the 
courthouse? 
Kathy-enormous 15 miles one way 
Art- how many do you have traveling now? 
Kathy- 10 people but not everyday.  This would be a daily occurance. 
John-any update? 
Kathy- no 
Jo-Ann- $70k? 
Interfund transfers out 
Jo-Ann- you only used______, this year you used only nothing 
Greg- journal entry at the eoy 
Essential half of the grants . 
 
 
Joe- no mention of Memo discussion on agenda.  When will we do this? 
John- I want everyone here that was here the night of that discussion. 
Joe- agrees 
 
Layman Way Recovery Center- Greg- update of Center requested.  My perspective things 
are going well.  WE are requesting an extra $250k this year.   
Questions-  
Bob Dawber- please ask questions.  We had our grand opening last week (ceremonial) 
Best part of that was to see people in Center watching as people spoke of the 
communties’ interests in seeing the opiod epidemic being taken on by YC.  Bottleneck in 



D.A. and ways to fight back.  We’ve run into some bumps but for the most part, it’s 
exactly what I would’ve expected at this point. 
Greg- late spring like we told you last year.  Trained staff at this point. New patients 
taken on over the last few weeks.  Probably full soon.  A lot of referrals coming in. 
Bob- part of the problem with referrals there are people who are not qualified.  People 
cannot use it as an escape from a charge.  Other issue – several people come through their 
attorneys out of YC so we’ve had to say no to them.  D.A., defense attorney, our staff, jail 
have to work together. 
One we are full, if we have a person who qualifies, we would probably have a discussion 
on how we would handle that.   
Bob-talking about what we do next.  An individual might now qualify for this program 
but maybe an intensive out patient program.  Maybe an after care program? 
 
Mike- eligibility criteria to be sure they’re residents in York County? 
They could be here a couple of weeks and have an apt in YC and say they’re a resident. 
Greg- we are currently assisting long term residents.   
Kathy S has seen her share of them .  We will try very hard to make sure. 
Kathy C- more serious crime would they still go int? 
Kathy- only non-violent offenders.  Initial screening takes those things into account. 
Kathy C-less expensive to treat them 
Is that going to save $ in jail budget and have we projected this? 
Greg- certainly cheaper.  $80 to treat these individuals based on the gross math. 
Corressponding reduction in jail budget? Hard to say at this point.  How many jail bed 
days are we avoiding for these individuals?  We are required with the tax cap to raise a 
certain amount of Money. 
Bob-= addiction also impacts family and community.  Financial impact on more than one 
individual.  Individual finding their way to treatment and being successful and they will 
go back to work and their family is healed.  Some other services they might have been 
using, they are no longer in need of them.   
Mike Perro- legal history, non violent, etc. is that a recent history or what is the time 
frame? 
Kathy-yes a life time lookback.  Someone might say that was 20 years ago …That might 
open a discussion. 
Jack- curious about the future.  Pilot program and I hope it succeeds.  My assumption is 
that you will be full very soon.  Stand point of success, there needs to be a clear 
measurement at the point of release.  Beyond that, I don’t think there are clear guidelines 
yet.  A year beyond of tracking those individuals and find out what the long term effects 
are as well. 
Greg- we had a 3-4 hour meeting.  We are hoping we don’t have an issue this year (with 
b.c.) as we don’t have enough to report.  We realize you will want some data.  Obviously, 
you will want to know about recisivm.  (back in jail?)  78% success rate … We know 
some people are going to come back.  Intimately well aware of the data requirement.  
Shelter has that in the system to track those individuals and we are working with D.A. 
 



Bob- 78% is a traditional treatment program that we run.  We don’t know as this is a pilot 
program.  We anticipate it will be a significant number.  We track from our system 
already.  We will know if they’ve enter another facility in other areas.   
Cliff- when they leave this program and trying to keep them in their family unit in YC.  
What is the process when they walk out that door? 
Jen-some of these folks are coming from a pretty comporomised family.  We have a 
program, Family Matters where families come to the program.  Individual- 
transformation and overhaul they need to have- A full assessment is performed.  8 days 
that they are with us , we have done an intensive review with them.  We get medical 
records, etc.  We then start to plan where they will go when they leave.  Our plan is to 
keep them engaged when they leave the program. 
Bob-extensive out patient program.  Clinical- that is a great tool.  Peer recovery is a great 
tool.  IOP allows for ongoing support.  Very intensive clinical environment.   
Mike- discharge criteria- if you fail to –any automatic drug screening? 
Bob- an individual might have a court document that says you have to be screened 
weekly.  We do random drug testing of all individuals.   
Jo-Ann- getting paperwork, etc.  talking about before they get into the program? 
Jen- yes 
Jo-Ann-so if they have already been in a rehab ? 
Jen- that doesn’t disqualify them. 
Greg- $850k 
Tifanny- you may be able to add more beds down the road 
Greg- we can add 40 more double bunked 
TIfanny- does not exceed medical needs 
Example? 
Jen- chronic medical problems or issues, certified residential administrators are on staff. 
Cliff- space to where part of this facility may go into a for profit piece.   
Greg- yes-  
Cliff- $850k I’m not complaining yet. 
Greg- we get it.  We have started exploring private pay.  Market out there for private pay. 
Mike- started off with $250k, transition now we are at $500k this year, going to $750k 
expand the scope or just the size? 
Greg- just to maintain. 
Mike-more staff, more people? 
Greg- no, goal was to implentally ramp up (24 beds) 
Jo-Ann-ytd- interfund transfers of $730k? 
Greg- function of …program is more expensive.  County has been setting aside ssome 
money.  $730k is set aside for Layman Way Recovery Center. 
$250k, $200k in reserves at the end of the fiscal yr last year, Coms put in another $280k 
in unspent funds to keep the program going.  Combination of taation and use of yr. end 
surplus funds, 
Marc- that’s $33k a bed, per year.   
Greg-that’s what it costs.  Where do you want to keep them?  Rather in jail with a 
revolving door? Per bed but not necessarily per the individual. 
Kathy C- if someone comes back, that already’s been there will you let them back? 



Bob- we haven’t gotten there yet.  Misunderstanding that one individual talked about, 
was many years ago. 
Jen- everything points to one time in rehab is not going to necessarily the last.  
Dependancy of drugs being used today….chemical dependency but also dealing with 
brain chemicals (?) wrong word. 
Greg- we understand the philosophical issues.  We get where we have to come to ask for 
the $.  If it becomes excessive… 
Joe- I wouldn’t want a policy in that screening to be so restrictive.   
Diane- it matters when someone is readiness for change. 
Jen- screening when I ask questions, I am looking for specific things.   
Kathy-incredible enthusiasm for this program on both sides- interest is so huge. This is 
going to be a very helpful tool for all of us in the criminal justice system. 
Bob- A Commissioner from Androscoggin came down.  Only program in the State and 
most likely the only one in the U.S. 
Joe-drug court still functioning in YC? 
Kathy-yes 
Joe- funding ramping up to opening a few weeks ago,.  $250k in current year’s budget 
and I think you said $200k coming fro Coms from a reserve.  $230k? in addition to the 
$450? 
So it was $680k? 
Greg-I’d have to go back and look #s up? 
Joe-unforseen expenses? 
Greg- only money is probably in the neighborhood probably only spent $160k so far this 
year.  End of last year and coms chose to put $280k into this program.  
Jack- read the project plan a couple of times and I think this program is really well 
thought out and I think it is going to be very successful. 
Bob- if anyone wants to go on a tour, let us know.  Memorial Day at 2:00 p.m. Senator 
King will be touring the facility. 
Kathy C- one person does have insurance.  Does some insurance contribute to that? 
Greg- no 
Kathy C- I wasn’t for it but I am hoping it works as we need some answers and some 
fixes.  I hope eventually I hope you don’t have to be arrested to go there.  Daily people 
are looking for a place to go.   
Greg- hub and spoke new words-this could be the hub.  A lot of room to expand. 
Program for someone who doesn’t need to be arrested but needs treatment. 
Kathy- outpatient then can you utilize ins? 
Greg- I don’t have an answer for that. 
Joe- insurance- I recall it is so much work.   
 
John-smaller budget items to review that are not on the agenda.  WE should also talk 
about the public hearing date.   
Does the Committee want to do the remainder of the budgets? 
Marc-let’s knock them out. 
Greg- administration- legal expenses up. Again, wages big driver you can see on the 
payroll page.  Addntl money in equip, software $10k 
Joe- administration positions- are all of these non-union? 



‘Greg- all but general wages – 1 full time accounts payable clerk only Unionized 
position. 
Joe- all other non-union, benefits are based on county policy rather than union contract. 
After page 5, everyone gets the same insurance and benefits.   
Greg- some recent hires, there are changes to the non-union pay plan.  After 2013. 
Jo-Ann-deputy manager stipend? 
Greg- it would be great to have one and recognize someone who is already doing that 
work. 
Tifany-separate position? 
Greg- add on  
Art-why such a big increase on travel? 
Greg- submitting mileage now 
Joe- when you submit mileage is that your daily back and forth? 
Mike- deputy manager reason for?  Opposed to reconfiguring that person’s job 
description. 
Greg- where we are going with it.  I thought the easiest way was to keep that person 
doing what they are doing.  We can look to consolidate them to deputy manager of 
finance or human resources. 
Mike- if set a precedence here… 
Greg- it will be one of the current senior managers. 
Mike- Will we see that added to the person’s salary? 
Joe-this year is the way to get it into the budget. 
Mike- but it is not something new 
Jo-Ann- are you getting federal rate? 
Greg-yes 
Mike- where was that established? 
Greg- policy of Coms. 
Jo-Ann- you don’t have company vehicle? 
Greg- no 
 
Building maintenance- Greg- slight decrease in dept. head wages and increase in general 
wages we are classifying to a higher grade the maintenance positions. 
Higher level of heating fuel- we pay for heating and electricity at Sweats Bridge Road 
John – disclosure- plowing and sanding and amount in Sheriff’s Office, too.  Ad was 
placed by County seeking bids.  Only one person who bid.  And, that was me.   
 
Communications-contract price Greg states. We work with Sanford Dispatch. 
 
Juv Fire prevention- always had this program and it’s very successful. 
 
Retirement Benefits- tied to union contract and a function of salary. 
Joe- non-union-they are given a choice or both? 
Greg- you can do both. 
Reality is ….County contributes up to 10% we find people do one or the other. 
Medical and dental- not seeing a lot of increases other than people going from single to 
family. 



Cliff – what do we pay towards the family? 
Greg- PPO 2500 and an HRA to back it up.  
 
Joe- different for unions?  Non-union the County pays what percentage towards the 
individual’s plan? 
Greg- 100% 
Joe- pay towards family plan? 
Greg-50% 
 
Debt Service-straight forward 
 
 
Public Comment- none 
 
Public Hearing- John- we have not finished discussion about memo.  We typically will go 
down all the budget items and take a formal vote.   
Cliff- vote on everything next week, couldn’t we set the public hearing date?   
Greg- towns need to be notified of the budget 
John- reads the statute 
 
Set date at June 20th.   
John- vote that this is our budget and send it on to the commissioners. 
 
Art adjourned. Marc 2nd.  8:30 
 
 
 
 


